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Possible experiments are considered for the investigation of inelastic collisions of nucleons 
with the reaction scheme N + N - 1r + N + N', which represents the most intense inelastic proc
esses in the ,..., 650-Mev region. Some nontrivial experiments are suggested on the angular 
correlation of 1r mesons and nucleons based on the existence of azimuthal asymmetry in the 
emission of these particles. Analogous effects in a polarized nucleon beam are also con
sidered. The calculations are performed in terms of ten inelastic transition amplitudes which 
are assumed to provide the principal contribution to the total cross section for N + N - 1r 

+ N + N' at 650 Mev. 

NucLEON scattering experiments ,..., 650 Mev 
which are intended to serve as the basis of a quan
titative phase analysis include both elastic and in
elastic scattering. We are already well acquainted 
with the program of experiments on elastic scat
tering including the observation of various polari
zation effects. 1•2 However, for inelastic processes 
whose total cross section at,..., 650 Mev is about 
equal to the total elastic cross section3 the exper
imental program has not yet been completely con
sidered. Theoretical articles have been concerned 
with only the reaction p + p- 1r+ + d,4- 8 and have 
not considered the more intense inelastic proces
ses in the ,..., 650-Mev region: p + p - 7r+ + n + p 
and p + p- 1r0 + p + p. It is the purpose of the 
present article to fill this gap and to determine the 
experimental possibilities for the observation of 
the reactions represented by N + N - 1r + N + N' 
In the first part the angular 1r-meson distribution 
and the 1r-meson-nucleon angular correlation are 
analyzed for both polarized and unpolarized nu
cleon beams. Calculations are carried through 
for the two reactions p + p - 7r+ + n + p and p 
+ p - 71"0 + p + p. 

1. GENERAL COMMENTS 

We know that strong absorption by a scattering 
center complicates substantially the character of 
elastic scattering. When it is necessary to deter
mine the phase shifts of different partial waves 
through observation of an elastic process, the ab
sorption intensities of these partial waves are also 
required. The latter information can be obtained 
by analyzing the angular and spin characteristics 
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of secondary particle emission for all possible 
elastic process channels. The most complicated 
case is that of 1r-meson production: N + N - 1r 

+ N + N', which is characterized by the final emis
sion of three particles. 

Any specific instance of this process for which 
the energy of the inc1dent nucleon is known can be 
characterized completely by giving the energy of 
one of the particles, the polar angles (8, cp) of the 
direction of flight of this particle in the center-of
mass system of the colliding nucleons, and the 
polar angles of emission for the remaining two 
particles in their center-of-mass system. The 
differential cross section will thus depend on five 
arguments. 

For the purpose of determining the angular part 
of the wave function for the three ultimate particles, 
the three -body problem is usually reduced to a two
body problem by introducing two subsystems. This 
can be accomplished in two ways. In the first, two 
nucleons constitute one subsystem. This division 
enables us to add separately the nucleon spins in 
one subsystem and the orbital angular momenta in 
each subsystem. Such a procedure involving two 
subsystems is therefore usually called an is
scheme. The angular part of the combination of 
two subsystems is written as 

'¥<Is) ] (l,.jmfL ll,jJ M) Yi: ('~t) Yj (I ,2). 
m+I'--M 

Considering the orbital angular momentum of rela
tive motion of the two nucleons and their spins, we 
finally obtain 
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tyCZsJ = ~]] (l,jm!J. i lrtjJ M) (lsm1ms [lsj!J.) 
m+p.~M 

mz+ms~P. 

msl+ms~~=ms 

are the spherical harmonics of the respective ar
guments. The angles e1r, Cf'1r characterize the 
outgoing direction of the 1r meson in the c.m.s. of 
the two colliding nucleons ·and the angles 812, Cf'12 
denote the outgoing direction of nucleons "1" in 
the coordinate system which is associated with the 
center of mass of inelastically scattered nucleons. 
Nucleon "2" is ejected in the opposite direction so 
that e21 = 7r - e 12 and Cf'21 = Cf'12 + 7r. 

FIG. 1 

The representation of the angular part of the 
wave function by Eq. ( 1) is most suitable for ex
periments which observe the 1r mesons. On the 
other hand, when we are interested in experiments 
where only the nucleons are observed, it is most 
convenient to employ the jj-scheme of two subsys
tems where one of the subsystems contains the 1r 

meson and one of the nucleons. It must be empha
sized that the ls- and jj-schemes for writing the 
angular part correspond to the two possible ex
pansions of the angular part of the three-particle 
wave function in the eigenfunctions of the two sub-· 
systems. Which of these two expansions is more 
suitable, i.e., which contains the smaller number 
of amplitudes that provide the principal contribu
tion to the cross section, depends on the mechan
ism of 1r-meson production and on the character 
of interaction of the ejected particles, and can 
only be decided experimentally. 

The angular part of the three-particle wave 
function in the jj-scheme is written as follows: 

\f:"Uil = ]]] (jLmim I jLJM) (l 2s2m2m2s ll2s2Lm) 
m+mj-114 
mz+ms,-mj 
m2+m81 -m 

(l ll · ) ym 2) y"'l ms ms 2 x ,s1m1mlS 1tsl]m1 X 1,'( 11t (7tl)X8 '(l)x .. '( ). 
1 ( 2) 

Figure 1 is a vector diagram of the secondary 
particle momenta for the reaction N + N - 1r + N 
+ N' in the c.m.s. of the colliding nucleons. When 
the secondary nucleons can be considered approx
imately, neglecting their relativistic mass increase, 
the geometrical locus A of the end of a nucleon 
vector is a sphere of radius R = [M (W - ...; p2 + m2 
- p2 I 4 ]112, where W is the total kinetic energy 
in the c.m.s ., p is the momentum of the 1r meson, 
and M and m are the nucleon and 1r-meson 
masses. For this case it is easily shown that the 
differential of the phase volume density for two 
particles in the ls -scheme' d2N I d!J ( e 12' Cf'12 ) dW' 
is independent of the angles e12• Cf'12 and is deter
mined by the magnitude of the radius R. For the 
j_i-scheme this no longer holds true: d2Nid!J ( e7rt• 
CfJ1rt) dW depends on 87r 1 but is independent of 

CfJ7r 1· 

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In our calculations we have used Berestetskii 's 
formalism6 for the study of polarization effects in 
inelastic collisions of nucleons. 

The initial function for two protons, one of 
which (in the target) is unpolarized, has the fol
lowing form: 

00 

'PI= vel_ V47t {] (-i)1V2l +I [1 
2 c~o 

00 

- (-1)1] [ q1 ] (l!Ol[l!Jl) Y]ull 
J 

00 

X [q2 ](!10 -lfllJ -1) Y1(}1J 
J 

(4) 

+ ;2 f (1100 [l1JO) Y~u1JJ 
00 

-] (-i)1 V2l+1 [I +(-1) 1],~\-(1000[/0lO)Y~uoJ }. 
1~o r 2 
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The coefficients E1 and E2 are subject to the con
dition I E1 12 = I E2 12 = !; E{E2 = 0 and describe the 

unpolarized target, while q1 = cos~ e -io/2; q2 = 

sin~ eio/2 are coefficients that describe the spin 

function of a proton beam which is completely po
larized in the direction ( {}, o). 

In this article, the possibilities of different in
dependent experiments are considered only for one 
special case, which takes into account a limited 
number of inelastic transition amplitudes. Certain 
qualitative generalizations are then based on this 
special case. Specifically, we shall assume that 
for the £s-scheme with incident proton energies 
~ 650 Mev it is sufficient to consider the transi
tions listed in the table. 

The amplitude of each transition is a function 
of the 1r-meson momentum and incident proton en
ergy. The expression for the cross sections will 
not contain the momenta of the nucleons, because 
the phase volume of a subsystem of two nucleons 
does not depend on their emission angles (8 12, cp12 ). 

In other words, the final angular and momentum 
parts are completely separated. 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

We have 'calculated the mean values of the spin 
tensors which are directly related to the experi
mentally observed physical quantities. For ex
ample, the mean value of the zero-rank spin tensor 
< T00 > determines the differential cross section 
for the emission of a 7T meson in the direction 

( 87r, cp7r), when the nucleons are emitted in the di
rection ( 812 , cp12 ) measured from the 1r-meson di
rection in the c.m.s. of the two nucleons. The spin 
tensor < T00 > and the differential cross section 
are then related by 

<Too) (fJ,, rp"; fi12• <?12; P") 

k2 d3cr (6", q:>"; e,2, '1'12; p") 

p E dQ. (6", q:>11) dQ. (612• '1'12) dp" . (5) 

Here k = 1/lt, P1r is the momentum of the 1r 
meson in the c.m.s; of the colliding nucleons, PE 

Type of 
transi
tion 

cr1o 

cru 

--

Transition 
scheme 

'So~ ("S,p)o 
'D2- (sS,p)z 
3Po- ('PJP)o 
sp,- ('P,ph 
3P2- ('P,p)z 
3F2- (IP,p)o 
"Po- (SP,p)o 

/ (3PoPh 
sp,_ (3P,ph 

",. ( 3P2p)z 

I Transi
tion am
plitude 

c, 
c2 
b, 
b2 
bs 
b. 

I d, 

I 

d2 

ds 

d. 

is the phase volume of the three particles, PE = 

p~R (p7T; W ). 
The final wave function is 

F 1 = !A1x~ + ~~x~ + ~~x~ + Y1X!1l IV 47t, 

F 2 = IA2x~ + ~2X~ + ~2X~ + Y2X!1l IV 4rr, ( 6) 

where the coefficients A1, a 1 etc. are related to 
the transition amplitudes as follows: 

. l c . 0 -i<f 1 , /3d ( 0 • 0 . • 0 0 -lq>")] a1 =tq2 -ij sm u"e "+ 2- V 2 1 cos u" SID v12 e-<<fu- Sin v" cos u12 e 

3 · Lr(V-3 d 3 d ) o o D · o ; o i(q>"-'l'u) 3 d · r~ · o ·-i('l'"-<fu)J . + -··tq1 - 3- --== 4 cos u" cos u12 - sm •;" s,n u12e - ,r- 4 Sin u" Sin v 12e , 
2 2 V 10 - r 10 

A . [- c+ o ·¥3d . o . o . ( ) J t'l = tq 2 21 cos u" + t - 2- 1 sm u" Sin u12.sm <p"- <p12 

3 . [('d d4 ) • o u i'P" ( V3 d 3 d \ o . o 1 J + 2 tq1 . 2 - V5 Sin u" COS V12e + -2- 3 + V20 4) COS u" Sin ul2 e 'l'a _ ; 

A 3 . [(b V3 b ) . f1 f1 -i'l'n (b V3 b ) r~ . 0 . ] 2 = V2 tq2 \ - + -2- 2 Sin Un cos U1ze + -- -2- 2 cos Un Sin Ut2 e-<'l'u 

- 3iq1 [(iff- b+) sin art sin 812 cos (cpn- ?12) + (;Iff+ 2b+) cos B" cos 612] ; 
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. [ c_ . , icp 1 , /3d fJ • , . • fj fj icp )] 3 . [(J!/Td 3 d ) fj c. y 2 = tq1 -27· sm v"'e "'+ -T V 2 1 (cos " sm v 12e<<~'u- sm "cos 12e " -2 tq2 2 a - VIO 4 cos "cos V12 

(7) 

- - sm "sm 12e ---= d si·n 6 si·n 6 ei<<~',-<1',,) D . fj . fj -i(<jl"-cp.,) 3 l 
Vw 4 " 12 . 

Here we have the relations 

(8) 

Furthermore, 

<Too>= [ F1 !2 +I F2l2 = ~ {/ A1l2+ JIX1I 2-f- I ~1l2+ I Y1l2 +I A2 !2 + /IX2I2 +I ~2 i2 +I Yz !2}- (9) 

The results can be represented by 

(10) 

Here P is the degree of polarization of the incident proton beam along the y axis, and 

<T oo)unpol = -drt [ f o + f 1 cos2 fJ" + f 2 cos2 01 2 + f 3 cos2 6"' cos2 fl12 + f 4 sin 6" cos 6" sin 612 cos 612 cos ( cp" - Cflz) 

+ f5 sin2 fi, sin2 612 cos 2 (cp"'- cp12 )]; ( 11) 

(T00) pol = b {sin 0" cos 0"' [(g0 + g1 cos 012 + g 2 cos2 fl12) cos cp"' + g 3 sin2 612 cos ( cp" -- 2cpdl 

+sin 612 cos 612 [(g4 + g5 cos; O,.J cos cp12 + g6 sin2 0"' cos (<p12 - 2?,)1 +sin 612 [(g7 + g8 cos2 6,) cos cp12 

+ g9 sin2 6" cos (cp12 - 2cp")]}. ( 12) 

The coefficients fi and gi are given in the Ap
pendix. Equation ( 11 ), unlike the differential 
cross section for inelastic processes in which two 
particles are ejected, contains asymmetries with 
respect to the relative azimuth ( Cf'rr - cp12 ) in the 
forms of cos ( CfJrr - cp12 ) and cos 2 ( CfJrr -· Cf'12 ) . 
Both asymmetries must, of course, be measured 
to determine the two independent coefficients f4 

and f5• The kinematic scheme of this experiment 
in the c .m.s. of the colliding nucleons is repre
sented in Fig. 2. The relation between the radius 
R and the rr-meson momentum in this diagram 
corresponds to a rr-meson energy which is close 
to the maximum. For fixed angles Orr and 012 , 
as well as for Cf'rr = 0, the cross section ( 11) be
comes 

(Too)unpol = h0 + h1 COS tp12 + h2 cos 2cp12 • 

To obtain the coefficients h1 and h2 (and 

thus f4 and f5 ), measurements must be made at 
the angles cp12 = 0, 90, and 180°. In measuring 
the asymmetry associated with cos 2 ( CfJrr - cp12 ) it 
is expedient to have the angles Orr and 012 equal 
90°, in which case the term containing cos ( Cf'rr 
- cp12 ) disappears. 

Measurement of f5 is very important because 
this coefficient depends only on the transitions 
which are associated with the initial states 3P 0, 
3P 2, and 3F 2 of two protons and involves no other 
transition. The following general conclusion is 
evidently justified: the term containing f5 re
ceives contributions from those triplet states of 
the nucleons, in which the orbital and spin angular 
momenta are either parallel or antiparallel. 

As an example we can consider the reaction 
p + p - rr0 + p + p, to which only a11 transitions 
can contribute. In our particular selection of 
transitions the measurement of fs directly gives 
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Axis of beam 

FIG. 2 

the amplitude of the transition 3P 0 - ( 3P 1p )0• In 
this case we have 

(13) 

The minus sign in ( 13) indicates that emission is 
more probable when ( CfJ7r - cp12 ) equals 90° than 
when it equals oo. 

Experiments in which only the 71' meson is re
corded and the nucleons can be ejected in any di
rections, give less information than when one of 
the nucleons is also recorded. Indeed, when only 
the 71' meson is observed we have 

APPENDIX* 

(Too>unpol (a,, cp,; P,) 

= Uo + 1/s fz) + <f1 + 1is fs) cos2 a,, ( 14) 

where the coefficients f4 and f5 have disappeared 
completely and the remaining coefficients occur in 
pairs. 

From consideration of the coefficients which 
determine < T00 >pol it is seen that g1, g7, g8, 

and g9 contain terms that result from the inter
ference of u10- and u11-transitions, respectively: 
namely between the transitions 

1S0 --+ (3Slp)0 and 1 D2--+ (3S1Ph 

and the transitions 

3PJ-+(3Poph, 3PJ-+(3Plp)J, 3P1-+(3P2Ph· 

Experiments with polarized beams when only 71' 

mesons are recorded enable us to determine 

(T00 ) pol (a,, cp,; P,) =sin a, cos a, ( g0 + 1/3g2) cos cp,, 
( 15) 

where seven of the nine coefficients have disap
peared and the remaining two appear in linear 
combination. This is a convincing illustration of 
how much more information is obtained from ex
periments in which one of the nucleons is observed 
in addition to the 71' meson. 

In conclusion the author wishes to thankS. M. 
Bilen'kii, L. I. Lapidus, and R. M. Ryndin for val
uable discussions and suggestions. 

The Coefficients fi and gi for the Reaction p + p- 71'+ + n + p 

. 1 2 9 { 1 d2 d2 3 d2 5 d2 4 d d (d d ) 3 / 3 d d (d d ) 1 (b2 + b2) + 1 b2 to=2c-+4 6 1+ z+t; s+4 4+ Jf.5 24COS 2• 4 -2JI 5 s4cos a. 4+-;r 1 s 2 4 

+ {i bsb4 cos (bg, b4)- vl"i b1b4 cos (bl, b4)- i b1b3 cos (bl, bs) }; 

c:r - c:_ 9 { 1 2 2 3 2 4 1 2 7 2 _'I_ 2 1 2 • /3 b ) fi = --2 - + 4 6 d1 - d2- 4 d4- ¥ 5 d2d4 cos (d2 , d4)- 3 b1 + 6 bs + 2 b2 + 2 b,- 4 V 2 bsb4 cos (b3, 4 

-t- vib1b4COS(b1, b4)+ fblbsCOS (b1, bs) --2 vi b2b4COS (b2, b4) + 3b2bsCOS (bz, ba)}; 

f - 9 [ 1 d2 3 d2 21 d2 6 3 • /3- d d ) 1 b2 3 2 7 2 1 2 2-4 5 1-4 s-w 4-v5-d2d4 cos(d2,d4)+ 2-v 5 dsd4cos( s. 4--3 1+-zb2+ 6 bs+-zb4 

+ Vi b1b4 cos (b1, b,) + f b1bs cos (b1, bs)- 4 Vi bsb4 cos (bs, b4 ) + y6 b2b4 cos (b2, b4)- 3b2ba cos(b2 , bs)]; 

fs = i [--} di + i d; + i d! + :5 d2d4 cos (d2, d4)- 6 vi dsd4 cos (da. d,) + bi- 3bi--} b! 

+ 5 y6 b3b4 cos (b3 , b4) + V6 b1b4 cos (b1, b4) + 2b1bs cos (bl, bs) J; 
f4 = 3 [--} di-; d!- f di + { V3d2ds cos (dz, ds) + { Vl5 dad4 cos (ds, d4)- { {id2d4 cos (d2, d4) 

+ bi- i b~ + + bi- i b! +vi blb4 cos (bl, b4) + b1b3 cos (bl, bs)- : 16 bsb4cos (bs,b,)]; 

*In all formulas of the Appendix the letters b, c and d denote absolute values. 
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f 5 =-} [--{- d~ + { (b~ + bi) + { b! + Vf bab4 cos (ba, b,)-V ~ b1b4 cos (b1, b4)- b1b3 cos (b1, b3)]; 

and also 

go= { [ { dlda sin (dl, da)- v~ dld4 sin (dl, d,)- blb2 sin (bl> b2) -blba sin (bl, ba) + ;3 blb4 sin (bl, b4) 

- b2b3 sin (b2, b3 ) - Vf b2b4 sin (b2, b4)- ~6 b3b4 sin (ba, b,)} 

3 [~ /3 3 1 ] g1 = 2 V. 2 c_d8 cos (c_, d3) - VICi c_d4 cos (c_, d4) - c+d2 cos (c+, d2) + V 5 c+d4 cos (c+, d4) ; 

g2 = { [ { d1da sin (d1, da)- {Vi d1d4 sin (d1, d4) + 3b1b2 sin (b11 b2)- b1b3 sin (b1, b3) + b1b4 sin (b1, b4 ) 

+ 5b2b3 sin (b2 , b3)- 3J./i b2b4 sin (b2, b4) + ~~ bab4 sin (ba, b,)} 

g3 = i [ + d1da sin (dl, da)- + Vi d1d4 sin (dl, d,)- b1b2 sin (bl, b2)- b1b3 sin (bl, ba) + vi b1b4 sin (bl, b,)·. 

- b2b3 sin (b2, ba) -vi b2b4 sin (b2, b4)- :6 bab4 sin (ba, b,) l 
fi4 = i[- {dldasin (dl, da) + + Vid~d,sin (dl, d4) + b1b2 sin (bl, b2)-blbasin(bl, ba) + vib~b,sin (bl! b4) 

+ b2b3 sin (b2, ba) + Vf b2b4 sin (b2 , b4)- ~6 b3b4 sin (b3, b4)] ; 

g5 = i [-+ d1da sin (dl> da) + : Vi d1d4 sin (dl> d.)- 3blb2 sin (bl, b2) ._ blba sin (bl, ba) + vi blb, sin (bl> b4) 

+ 3bzba sin (b2, ba) + 3 vi b2b4 sin (b2, b.) + ~~ bab4 sin (bar b4)] ; 

ge = { [- : 3 d1da sin (di> da) +{-Vi d1d, sin (di> d4) + b1b2 sin (b1, b2)- b1ba sin (bi> ba) + Jfi b1b4 sin (b1, b4) 

+ b2b3 sin (b2, b3) - : 6 b3b4 sin (b3 , b4) + Vf b2b4 sin (b2, b4)] ; 

3 [ 1./3 1 1 J gs= 2 2V 2 c_da cos (c_, d3 ) - ¥2" c_d2 cos (c_, d2)- 2VIO c_d. cos (c_, d4) . 

The Coefficients f{ and g{ for the Process p + p - 1r0 + p + p 

f' - ~ [_!_ 2 2 3 2 5 2 4 3 (3d d )] . o- 4 6 d1 + d2 + 4 d4 + 4 d4 + y 5 d2d4cos(d2, d4)- 5 J. 5 ad4cos(da, 4 , 

f~ = { [ i- d~ - d~ - { di - :5 d2d4 cos (d2, d,)] ; 

f, - 9 [ 1 2 3 2 21 2 6 3 ./3 d ] . 
2 - ·.r 6 d1- 4 da- 20 d4- V5 d2d4 cos (d2 , d.)+ 2 V 5 dad• cos (d3 , 4) • 

f' 9 [ 1 2 3 2 3 2 6 - 6 1 (3 ]· a= 4 -2 d1 + 2 da + 2 d, + ¥ 5 d2d, cos (d2, d4)- J' 5 d3d4 cos (d3 , d,) ; 
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and also 

g~ = { [ }d1d3 sin (d1 , d3)- :w d1d4 sin (d1 , d4)]; 

g; = { [ { dld3 sin (dl! da) - } vi dld4 sin (dl, d4)] ; 

g~ = { [- :3 dld3 sin (dl, da) + {vi dld4 sin (dl, d4) J; 

g~ = g; = g~ = g~ = 0. 
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The perturbation theory in the second-quantization representation, developed by Bogoliubov 
and Tiablikov in the stationary case for use with the polar model of crystals, is generalized 
to include the case of perturbation by the electromagnetic field of a light wave. A general 
expression is derived for the deformed operator of the electric current density excited by 
the radiation perturbation. A possible application of the method in the theory of optical prop
erties of cyrstals is indicated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE perturbation-theory method of Bogoliubov 
and Tiablikov1- 3 is based on the introduction of an 
operator that projects an arbitrary wave function 
of the system of valence electrons of the crystal in 
the homopolar* functions of the problem. In this 
variant of the theory the mean value of the electric 
current produced in the crystal by a weak constant 
external field is non-vanishing only in third ap-

*By the homopolar states in the polar model of a crystal 
we mean states in which there is always one valence elec
tron close to each lattice point of the crystal. 

proximation. This makes the method unsuitable 
for the consideration of the electrical and optical 
properties of metals, and also for the consideration 
of the strongly excited "current" states of semi
conductors within the framework of the polar 
model, although it does not diminish its usefulness 
for the description of the properties of crystals 
that are determined by exchange interactions, for 
example. 

Nevertheless it seems to us that the Bogoliubov
Tiablikov method can be used for the treatment of 
the electrical and optical properties of electronic 
semiconductors at low temperatures. Here we have 


